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Portfolio News
FUND PORTFOLIO
Accel closed a new, global, growth-stage fund with $4B in capital commitments.

Amplify Partners raised $700M across their fifth early-stage and growth-stage fund.

Bessemer Venture Partners announced a raise of $3.85B for their twelfth flagship fund, BVP XII,
which will allow them to continue backing entrepreneurs at scale, while bolstering their established
focus on early-stage investments.

CRV launched two funds worth $1.5B to back early-stage companies.

Cyberstarts announced the closing of Seed Fund III with $60M committed capital to invest in early
stage cybersecurity companies.

Designer Fund raised a $40M Fund III focused on amplifying design-centric, early-stage startups.
The fund also announced its Designer Fund Partnership, a new investment and design support
model for early-stage startups.

Primary VC raised $425M across two new funds focusing on seed-stage New York
city-based startups.

Resolute Ventures announced the closing of Resolute V, a $100M seed and pre-seed fund.

Redpoint Ventures raised $650M for their ninth fund, Redpoint Ventures IX.

Scale Venture Partners closed a new $900M fund to back software startups.

COMPANY PORTFOLIO
Holidu collects over €100M in Series E funding round.

Planck raised $71M to date to expand its first-to-market cognitive business analytics platform.

Shopic raised $35M to bring its item-scanning ‘smart cart’ tech to more stores.

SundaySky was acquired by US Private Equity Firm Clearhaven Partners for $100M.

Unique Content
Barrel Kfir with Philippe Botteri,
Partner at Accel
Listen

Abe Finkelstein with Dick Costolo,
Managing Partner at 01 Advisors
Listen

Vintage in the Events
Asaf Horesh at
Asaf Horesh, General Partner, spoke at the SuperReturn Asia conference in Singapore, Asia’s leading
private equity & venture capital event. Asaf joined a panel discussing ‘Key considerations for capital
raising in 2022 and the future’ alongside Andrea Auerbach, Partner and Head of Global Private
Investments at Cambridge Associates, Hemal Mirani, Managing Director at the HarbourVest Partners
Kenrick Guo, Director at Temasek and Sean Yoo, Head of Asia Investment at Hermes GPE.

Read

Vintage in the Publications
Alan Feld's TechCrunch article "‘Me too’
Investing is Eating Returns"
Read

Alan Feld’s article “Being a Venture Capitalist
During a Market Decline: Lessons from Previous
Economic Downturns”
Read

Noa Bloch’s article “The Rise (and Fall?) of
‘Access-Driven’ Secondaries”
Read

Read (Hebrew)

Shira Eting’s "Investing in Climate-tech, Why We
Think This Time is Different”
Read

Asaf Horesh's interview on "Founder Storiez"
Listen

Vintage in the Community
Vintage hosted SULIS (a community designed to promote women into the world of hightech and venture capital), Hamutal Meridor and Asaf Horesh spoke about their experiences
entering the VC world and started a discussion about challenging the status quo end
empowering more women to join VC and tech.

Shira Eting, Principal at Vintage, delivered a company presentation on “Investing in Climate
Tech”, offered some background into the climate change problem and examined the
opportunities it creates for new technology and investing.

The Vintage team had the amazing opportunity to volunteer at "Yamin Orde," a youth
village that fosters at-risk and immigrant youth. The day started off with a meaningful panel
discussion with kids from the village sharing their life's challenges as well as their dreams
for the future. Vintage team members also shared their personal challenges and paths that
led them to their careers at Vintage. After the panel, the team spent the day building a new
recreation area for the village with Ukranian refugees. The experience was incredibly moving
and impactful for both the children and everyone at Vintage.

Managing over $3.3B across 14 funds, and investing in the leading
VC funds and startups in the U.S., Europe, and Israel

Disclaimer: This newsletter is intended for discussion purposes only. Nothing presented herein is intended to constitute investment advice, and under no circumstances should any information provided herein be used
or considered as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy an interest in any investment fund managed by Vintage Investment Partners. Vintage does not solicit or make its services available to the public.
Various pieces of Information provided reflect Vintage's views. Such views are subject to change without notice. While Vintage has used reasonable efforts to obtain information from reliable sources, we make no
representations or warranties as to the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of third-party information presented herein. The portfolio companies, funds and exits do not represent all of the investments made by Vintage
Investment Partners and were not selected based on the retur ns in them and may not be representative of any current or future investment.

